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Since 1932, much of the work in generalizing metric spaces to 
the larger class of first countable topologies has been done in the 
area of Moore spaces, first defined with respect to a certain type of 
base which always yields a regular topology for a set X . These Moore 
spaces were soon si town to be equivalent to a metric-like space, (X,d), 
where d had the usual triangle inequality reduced to continuity on 
the diagonal. In this thesis, we examine a class of topological spaces 
more general than metric spaces but more specialized than Moore spaces. 
Results are proved which are not possible in Moore spaces, while others 
are given which were formerly known only for metric spaces.
A pseudo semimetric space (X,t) is a topological space which 
has a distance function d (symmetric and zero on the diagonal) defined 
cm the product X x X  such that for x e X and A c: X , x e A iff 
inf{d(x,a)|a e A} = 0 . A neometric for a set X is a distance function 
with the additional property that: for every e > 0 and a, b e X , 
there is 6 > 0 such that d(a,x) < 6 and d(b,y) < 6 implies 
|d(a,b) - d(x,y)| < e .
v
In chapter II, it is shown that a neometric function always 
generates a completely regular semimetric topology in a natural way 
(formed by the e-balls, as for metrics). We also define other semi­
metric spaces which have distance functions "continuous" in either 
variable separately, and "uniformly continuous" in either variable 
separately. This latter is shown to be an equivalent condition for 
metrization. Examples are given of a nonmetrizable neometric space 
and of a completely regular nonneometrizable Moore space.
In chapter III, we discuss families of linearly ordered symmetric
open supersets of the diagonal, B = {Eh |i e 0} , such that for each
x e X , {Eh[x]|i e 0} is a local base for x; also, B may have the
further property that i < j => B. dB. . With respect to these con-
J
cepts, we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for a space to be a 
Moore space or neometrizable. These results are applied to get a 
metrization theorem. We also get a formally weaker statement, in terms 
of neometrics, which may be equivalent to the well-known normal Moore 
space conjecture that a normal Moore space is metrizable.
In chapter IV, we examine several notions of completeness for 
Moore and neometric spaces which have been prominently mentioned in the 
literature, and we give relations among them. Most important is the 
familiar Cauchy sequential completeness, which we show to always imply 
Cech completeness (X is a G{ in 3X). We give necessary and suffi­
cient conditions for a neometric space to have a Cauchy complete neometric 
completion, and give an example of a noncompletable neometric space.
Using neometrics,.we have been able to get uniqueness up to isometry, a 
natural concept considering that these spaces are defined with respect to
a distance function.
Throughout the thesis, examples are given which show the limi­





In this paper, we will be primarily concerned with certain first 
countable topological spaces whose topologies are described by the 
familiar e-ball concept found in metric space theory. For this work, 
however, the distance function from which the e-balls are defined has 
the triangle inequality weakened to a formal e-6 joint continuity con­
dition. We will call this distance function a neometric. Other types of 
related distance functions will also be discussed.
Historically, there have been many attempts to weaken the metric 
function [46, 63]. Since 1932, when R. L. Moore introduced Moore spaces 
[43], most of the work has been done for these spaces. Alexandrov and 
Nienytzki showed [1] that these Moore spaces were generalizations of 
metric spaces, always having a defining distance function which is con­
tinuous on the diagonal.
It follows that a neometric is stronger than a Moore-type metric 
and weaker than a metric. We will prove some results formerly thought 
dependent upon the triangle inequality and prove others not possible in 
Moore spaces. In particular, the strong nature of a neometric makes the 
concepts of uniform continuity and isometry quite valuable.
Chapter II gives some of the basic properties for spaces with a 
defining neometric, as well as for its related distance functions. In 
particular, we prove the equivalence of being metrizable with the 
property of having a distance function uniformly continuous in either
1
2variable separately.
In chapter III, we use the distance function to get characteri­
zations of Moore and neometric spaces in terms of certain families of 
neighborhoods of the diagonal. This leads to another proof to Bing's 
metrization theorem [10].
Chapter IV deals with various notions of completeness and 
Cauchy-type completions for neometric spaces. With respect to complete­
ness, we exhibit certain of the relations, and prove the theorem that a 
Cauchy-sequentially complete neometric space is a G^-set in f3X . 
Completeness for Moore spaces has been examined earlier by Whipple [62] 
and Armentrout [5]. Neither of these authors could get a useful type 
of uniqueness for completions, perhaps because they examined their 
spaces by means of special families of open sets. By using the neo­
metric itself, as la metric spaces, we are able to get necessary and 
sufficient conditions for a neometric space to have a Cauchy-type com­
pletion; this completion is always unique up to isometry.
Throughout the dissertation, examples are provided which show 
the limitations of the theory.
All proofs in this thesis are original. All theorems which 
have been proved elsewhere have been named or preceded by an appropri­
ate comment.
Conventions
If X is a set and t is a topology for X, we will denote 
the topological space by (X,t ), or when no confusion is likely, as 
"the space X", as opposed to "the set X". For A a subset of the
space X , A will denote the closure of A in X; A0 the interior
of A in X . The cartesian product of X with itself is denoted
X x X , and of an infinite product by x X^ ; similarly for the corre­
sponding topologies. If B is a subset of X x X , then B[x] =
{yI(x,y) e B} . If f is a real valued function on a set X , then
V„ = {x| |f(x)J < r} and Z(f) = {x|f(x) = 0} .13r
Sequences will always be functions on the positive integers,
Z , and will usually be denoted by their range, < x^ > . Subsequences
will be denoted < xn(jj >> a double sequence is << x ^  >> and the
constant x-sequence is <x>; < x  > = {x In > m} . "<x > con-^ 3 n m n 1 n
verges to x " will also be written "x x " .° o n o
//(A) is the cardinality of A , <|> is the empty set, Q the 
rationals, I the unit interval, E"'" the reals, BX the Stone-Cech 
conpactification of the space X , e the ordinary Euclidean metric in
p
the plane, a A b = inf{a,b} , E is the Euclidean plane, and A ^  B 
is the complement of B in A .
CHAPTER II
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
In this chapter, we explore some basic properties of certain 
distance functions, as well as some metrization theorems for specialized 
distance functions. Also, we introduce several of the examples which 
show the limitations of the theory.
Basic Definitions and Theorems
2.1 Definition ([40], [12]). A pseudo semimetric, or distance 
function, d for a set X is a non-negative real valued function on 
X x X which is symmetric (d(x,y) = d(y,x) for all x,y e X) and 
zero at least on the diagonal (d(x,x) = 0 for all x e X) . A pseudo 
neometrlc d is a pseudo semimetric satisfying the following "joint 
continuity" property:
for every e > 0 and a, b e X there is S > 0 such that
(2.2)
d(a,x) < S and d(b,y) < S => |d(a,b) - d(x,y)| < e .
A pseudo 1-continuous semimetric d is a pseudo semimetric satisfying 
the following weaker "continuity in one variable" property:
for every e > 0 and a, x e X there is S > 0 such that
(2.3)
d(x,y) < 5 => |d(a,x) - d(a,y)| < e .
5A pseudo uniformly 1-continuous semimetric d is a pseudo semimetric 
satisfying the following "uniform continuity in one variable" condition:
for every £ > 0 and a e X there is 6 > 0 such that
(2.4)
d(x,y) < 6 => |d(a,x) - d(a,y)| < e .
A pseudo developable semimetric d is a pseudo semimetric satisfying 
the following "continuity" condition on the diagonal:
for every e > 0 and a e X there is 6 > 0 such that
(2.5)
d(a,x) < <S and d(a,y) < 6 => d(x,y) < e .
Above and through this dissertation, we adopt the following con­
vention for semimetrics: the prefix "pseudo" shall mean that the semi­
metric is "zero at least on the diagonal". Otherwise, when the prefix 
"pseudo" does not appear, the semimetric shall be assumed to be "zero 
precisely on the diagonal".
It is immediate from the definitions that every neometric and 
uniformly 1-continuous semimetric is a 1-continuous semimetric; also, 
every neometric is a developable semimetric; finally, a metric satisfies 
all of these properties.
2.6 Definition. If d is a distance function for X , a e X , 
e > 0 , we define the d-ball about a of radius e as:
Sd(a,e) = {x e X|d(a,x) < e} .
Also = {Sd(a,s)|a e X, e > 0} .
'2.7* Remark. One's natural inclination is to.use to define 
a base for a topology, as is done for metrics. However, this need not 
be the case for arbitrary semimetrics. These difficulties are avoided with 
1-continuous semimetrics, and hence for neometrics.
2.7 Theorem. If d is a pseudo 1-continuous semimetric for the 
set X , then is a base for some topology on X .
Proof. Given xq e X and e > 0 , let y e S^(xQ,e) . By 2.3,
there is 6 > 0 such that d(y,z) < 6 => |d(xQ,y) - d(xQ,z)| < e - d(xQ,y).
Hence d(xQ,z) < e - d(xQ,y) + d(xQ,y) = e , so that z e Sd(xQ,£) .
Thus Sd(y,6) C  Sd(xQ,£) , and the assertion that is a base is
proved.
2.8 Definition. For d a neometric (resp., 1-continuous semimetric) 
for the set X , the topology generated by , denoted x^ , is called
the neometric topology (resp., 1-continuous semimetric topology) on X .
The pair (X,d) is called a neometric space (resp., 1-continuous semi­
metric space).
It is clear that x^ is the weak topology on X making d con­
tinuous on the product space (resp., continuous in either variable
separately).
2.9 Definition. For d a semimetric for X , A and B non­
empty subsets of X and x e X , we define:
d[A,x) = inf{d(a,x)|a e A}; 
d[A,B] = inf{d(a,b)|a e A , b e B);
<Sd(A) = sup{d(a,a' )|a , a! e A} , the d-diameter of A .
72.10 Lemma. If (X,d) is a pseudo 1-continuous semimetric space,
A a nonenpty subset of X , then A = {x|d[A,x) = 0}. .
Proof. By 2.7 and 2.8, x e A iff Sd(x,e) fi A / <j> for each
E > 0 .
This lemma motivates the following definitions.
2.11 Definition. (X,x) is said to be semimetrizable if there 
is a semimetric d for X such that whenever A is a nonempty subset 
of X , A = (x|d[A,x) = 0} . d is then called an admissible semimetric 
for (X,t) , and (X,d) is called a semimetric space. Similar defini­
tions hold for developable semimetrics, 1-continuous semimetrics and 
neometrics. An admissible developable semimetric for a regular Hausdorff 
space is called a Moore semimetric.
2.12 Remark. Thus, for any 1-continuous semimetric or neometric 
d for X , there is a unique topology xd for X such that is a 
base for xd . In the case d is simply a semimetric for X , it need 
not be the case that d is admissible. Moreover, even if d is an 
admissible semimetric, it is not necessary that the balls be open 
[25]. When d is an admissible semimetric for (X,x) such that
Sd c  x , then (X,x) is called open semimetrizable and d is an open 
semimetric for (X,x) . We also refer to the semimetric space (X,d) 
as open.
A large amount of work has been done on metrizable, developable, 
semimetrizable, and weaker than semimetrizable, spaces (see for example,
[73, [173, [193, [303. and [633). However, very little has been done 
with 1-continuous and neometric spaces. Therefore, these spaces will 
be our primary concern. However, we collect for reference some known 
results concerning semimetrizable and Moore semimetrizable spaces. In 
many cases, the proofs are not difficult.
Let (X,x) be a semimetrizable space. Then (X,t) is first
countable and every closed set is a Gr (the countable intersection of0
open sets). (X,x) is compact iff it is sequentially compact. If
(X,t) is Lindelof, then it is separable, but the converse need not 
hold. (X,t) might be Lindelof without being second countable. (X,x) 
is Hausdorff but need not be regular, even if it is developable (see 
example, 2.19). (X,x) can be paracompact without being metrizable,
even for 1-continuous semimetrizable spaces (see remark 3.8). The 
interested reader is referred to Heath's comments in [263 and [313 for 
a fuller discussion of these and similar notions.
Let (X,x) be a Moore semimetrizable space. Then (X,x) is
regular Hausdorff. (X,x) is second countable iff it is Lindelof.
(X,x) might be separable without being Lindelof. A paracompact Moore 
space is metrizable [103. The long outstanding problem in the theory 
of Moore spaces is the normal Moore space coryjecture posed by P. B.
Jones in 1937: every normal Moore space is metrizable. We shall return
to this question in its relation to neometrizable spaces at the end of 
chapter III.
We return to our study of 1-continuous semimetrizable and neo­
metrizable spaces. Henceforth, (X,d) UNQUALIFIED WILL DENOTE A PSEUDO
9SEMIMETRIC SPACE.
2.13 Proposition. Every pseudo 1-continuous semimetric space
(X,d) is open, completely regular, first countable, and every closed
set is a G. . It is Hausdorff iff d is a semimetric.0
Proof. It only remains to prove the conpletely regular part.
To this end, let xq e X ^  F e . By lemma 2.10, there is e > 0
such that d[F,xo) = e . Define f: X -* E1 by
f(y) = .CdCxo,y)A e)(VO • Then f(xQ) = 0 , f|p. = 1 , and f is
continuous.
The proofs of many results for metrizable spaces are easily 
adapted to other kinds of semimetrizable spaces. We now indicate some 
of these results for neometrizable spaces. Most of the proofs are 
omitted since the expected proof is not difficult.
2.14 Lemma. Let (X,d) be a pseudo neometric space, 
d 1 = d a  1 • Then
i) (X,d') is a pseudo neometric space
“J Ta “ V
iii) d' is a neometric iff d is a neometric.
Given (X,d) and f: Y •* X , we define
Y x Y  + E1 by t|»f(y1,y2) = d(f(y^,f(y2)) .
2.15 Lemma. If (X,d) is a pseudo neometric space and 
f: Y -* X , then (Y,^f) is a pseudo neometric space.
10
2.16 Lemma. If X is a set, < dn > a .sequence of neometrics
for X each bounded from above by 1, and d = £ 5 then', d
is a neometric for X .
2.17 Lemma. If < (X »d^ ) > is a sequence of neometric spaces
with d„ < 1 for each n. X = x X , D = (where ir is the pro- n — n ' n n n
oo
iection map from X onto X ), and D =7°° n (1/2 )D , theno r n 3 u n=l n 3
i) D is a neometric for X , and
We provide the proof of (ii) as an indication of the techniques. 
Since a neometric space is first countable, we need only show that 
f -> fQ (in the product topology) iff D(fn,fQ) 0 .
However, f -* fQ iff fn(k) -> fQ(k) for each k e Z+ , and this
iff d^f (k),f (k)) -> 0 for each k e Z+ .
If ^ n 3^  " 0 3 then l i d ^ d ^ f ^ i ) , ^ ^ ) )  - 0 , so 
that d^(f (i),fQ(i)) -> 0 for each i e Z+ .
Conversely, assume d^(fn(k),f (k)) ->■ 0 for each k e Z+ .
Given e > 0 , there is k e Z+ such that Z , , (l/2k) < e/2. . For5 o k>k
+ + each k e Z , there is e Z such that
n * nk => (l/2k)dk(fn(k),fo(k)) < dk(fn(k),fQ(k)) < e/(2ko) .
Let nQ = max{nk |k ^  kQ} . Then for n > nQ ,
2 k(l/2lc)dk(fn(k),f0(k)) -lj51(V2lc)(3k(fn(k).f0(k)) +
+ riok ( V ^ j y ^ d o . f y k ) )  < ko(e/(2ko»  + s/2 = s .
o
That is, D(fn,fo) -»■ 0 .
2.18 Theorem. The countable product of neometrizable spaces is 
neometrizable.
11
Of course, since every metric is a neometric, and the uncountable
product of the unit interval is not even first countable, the preceding
theorem cannot be extended to arbitrary products.
To indicate that not all results for metric spaces carry over,
we mention that the function f: X -> E1 defined by f(x) = d[A,x) ,
for some fixed nonempty subset A of X , need not be continuous when 
d is a neometric.
We have mentioned certain obvious implications among the con­
cepts we have discussed. The following examples show that some of the 
converses may fail.
2.13 Example. A non-regular developable space. Let S be 
the plane with base for a topology, t , consisting of the usual e-balls 
together with sets of the form: for p e X = {(x,o)[x- e E^} , the
x-axis, and e > 0 , S (p,e) = (Se(p,e) ^ X) U {p} .. It is readily seen 
that we have defined a base for a Hausdorff topology on S .
For p e X , there is no open neighborhood of p whose closure
it 1
is contained in S (p,^ -) , so that t cannot be regular.
We define the following admissible semimetric for t :
Je(x,y)A 1 , for x ory £ X , 
d(x,y) = •)
I 1 , otherwise.
It is not difficult to show this semimetric is also developable.
12
2.20 Borges' Example [12]. A 1-continuous semimetrizable space
which is not developable and hence, not neometrizable.
Let X be the set of all points (x,y) of the plane such that
either
i) y = 0 and x, /2/(n - x), /2/(n + x) are irrational for
„+n e Z , or
ii) x e Q and y = /2/n for some n e Z+ .
A base for a topology t on X consists of all sets B((x,y),n)
= {(x,y)}(J {(WjZ) e X| |w - x| < 1/n and 0 < z - y < |w-x|} for
any (x,y) e X and n e Z+ ; i.e., B((x,y),n) is a "butterfly region"
centered at (x,y) with radius 1/n and vertex angle u/4 .
Borges defines the admissible semimetric
re(x,y) , i f  a(x,y) < tt/4
d(x,y) = .
^e(x3y) + a(x,y) , if a(x,y) > tr/4 3 
where a(x3y) is the ordinary radian measure of the smallest non-negative
angle formed by a ray through x and y with a horizontal ray. Since
a(x3y) / 7r/4 for all x3 y e X 3 it is not difficult to show that d 
is 1-continuous. The proof of the other properties uses techniques not 
intrinsic to the nature of this work, and the reader is referred to 
the original paper of Borges for further details.
2.21 Exanple. A neometrizable space which is not normal, hence 
not metrizable ([23], problem 3.K).
2
Let r denote the upper half-plane, {(x,y)|(x,y) e E , y > 0} , 
and X={(x,y)e r|y = 0} , the x-axis. The NienytzkL topology for 
r is defined by means of a base B consisting of the Euclidean spheres
13
in r along with the spheres tangent to X enlarged by the point of 
tangency; i.e.,
B = {Se(p,e) 0  r|e > 0, p e r} U  {S*(p,e)|e > 0, p e X} , 
where, for p = (p-^ ,0), S#(p,e) = {p}U Se((p13e/2), e/2) . This 
space is completely regular Hausdorff, separable, and contains an un­
countable closed discrete subspace, X . It follows that the Niemytzki 
space is not normal, and, therefore, not metrizable.
We define a distance function for r as follows. For p E r } 
e > 0 , denote the disc about p of radius e as D(p,E) = {q|e(p,q) < E} 
and the circle about p of radius E as C(p,E) = (q|e(p,q) = E} .
For any circle C(p,E) , we call D(p,e) the disc determined by C(p,E) . 
Define d: r x r -> E1 by
d(p,q) = inf({2E|there is r E r such that p, q E C(r,E) C  r} U  {1}) .
There is little difficulty in showing that d is an admissible open
Moore semimetric for r . It remains to show the
Claim, d is also continuous off the diagonal; i.e., for E > 0
and p, q e r (p / q) , there is 6 > 0 such that
a e Sd(p,6) and b E Sd(q,6) irrplies |d(p,q) - d(a,b)| < E .
Before presenting the proof of this claim, we note that the following
may be proved using methods of geometry.
(*) For p, q e r and not both in X , there is in r a unique
circle of smallest diameter through p and q . We call this the
circle determined by p and q . This circle is the unique circle in 
2 __
E with chord pq as a diameter if that circle lies in r . Otherwise, 
it is the smallest circle (of possibly two) in r containing p and q 
that is tangent to X . Clearly, then, d(p,q) is the minimum of 1 
and the diameter of the circle determined by p and q .
14
.(**) Let C be any circle in . r of diameter a < 1 and
tangent to X at t . Let r, s e C ^ X with e(r,s) = a . We
assume, without loss of generality, r = (r^,^) , s = (SpS^ and
r^ < s1 . Let A be the region in r that is bounded on the right by
the arc rt and the tangent ray to C at r (see diagram belcw); 
i.e., if R is the ray in r on the tangent line to C at r and 
rt is the (counter-clockwise) arc on C , then A = {(x,y) e r| there 
is (x,y) e R U  rt such that x < z} . Similarly, the region B in 
r that is bounded on the left by the arc ts and the tangent ray to
C at s is defined.
t
Then, for any a e A ,  b e B, a ^ b ,  d(a,b) > a . Moreover, for any 
p e A°, any q e B°, there is S > 0 such that, for a e Sd(p,6) and 
b e S^(q,6) , d(a,b) > a .
(**#) Suppose p = (PpP2) and Q. = (QLpQ^) are ^  r ^  X , 
Pl < qf , and C , the circle determined by p and q is tangent to 
X at t = (tpO) . There is c e r such that C = C(c,|a) . Then 
the chord pq intersects the line segment ct , since otherwise the 
circle determined by p and q would not be tangent to X; thus,
Pl < t^ < q^ . Moreover, let C' be any circle in r tangent to
05
X at t of diameter a* < a .
t
There are r = (r^,^) and s = (s1,s2) on C* such that e(r,s) = a’ 
and the line segment rs" is parallel to the chord pq . As In the 
previous remark, regions A and B are determined by the tangent 
rays to C at r and s , respectively, and the arcs rt and st ,
respectively. Then there is 6 > 0 such that S^(p,6) C. A° and
Sd(q,6) C  B° . Hence, from the previous remark, a e Sd(p,6) and 
b e Sd(q,6) implies d(a,b) > a' .
Proof of the claim. Let e > 0 , p = (ppP2) , q = (q-j_,q2) be
distinct points of r with d(p,q) = a; we assume p^ < q^ .
Case 1. p, q e X .
Then d(p,q) = 1 . Let D = D((|(p1 + q1# -^), tj-) .
qP
16
Then, from remark (**) above, there is 6 > 0 such that for each 
a e Sd(p,-6) and each b e Sd(q,<5) , d(a,b) > 1 , so that 
|d(p,q) - d(a,b)| = 0 < e .
Case 2. p e X and q £ X .
In case p1 < q1 , let CQ be the circle determined by p and
q . We assume <Se(CQ) = a , since the proof for <5e(Cq) > 1 is
obtained in a similar manner. Choose e < a A e . Let Cn and C„o I d
be the circles in . r containing p with diameters a - eQ and 
a + eQ , respectively. Let be the disc determined by C^(i = 1,2)
Then there is S2 > 0 such that Sd(p,S2) U  Sd(g,S2) c  D2 , so that 
for each a e Sd(p,<S2) and b e Sd(q,S2), d(a,b) < a + eQ . Now q 
is not a member of . Hence, there is a circle
cj = C((a-L,a2), \  (a - eQ)) , with p][ < &1 < q1 and a2 = ^  (a - eQ) ,
such that p and q are not members of , where is the disc 
determined by C^ .
P
By remark (**), there is > 0 such that, for a e Sd(p,fi1) and each 
b e SjjCq,^) , d(a,b) i a - e q  . Let 6 = A 62 . Then for 
a £ Sd(p,6) , b e SdCq,6) , |d(p,q) - d(a,b)| i eQ < e .
In case p^ = q^ , let CQ be the circle determined by p and
Again, we assume a = 6 (C ) £ 1 . Choose e < a a e . Let C„ bee o o 2
the circle in r through p with <Se(C2) = a + eQ , and C1 be the
circle in r with 5 (C ) = a - e and concentric with C . Let
e 1 o o
D.(i = 1,2) be the disc determined by C. .
P
Then there is 6 > 0 such that S^ (p,<5) U  S^ (q,<5) C D2 and 
Sd(p,6) f\ D1 = <f> = Sd(q,5) n  D1 . It follows that for a e Sd(p,<5) 
and b e Sd(q,6) , a - eQ < d(a,b) £ a + eq , which is the desired 
result.
Case 3. P i X and q £ X .
Let CQ be the circle determined by p and q .
If Cq is not tangent to X , the proof is not difficult.
Otherwise, for Cq tangent to X at t , consider first the
case a = 6e(Co) < 1 . Choose eQ < e a a . Let C1 and C2 be the
circles in r that are tangent to X at t and have diameters a -
and a + eq , respectively. Then there is 62 > 0 such that 
Sd(p,<S2) U  Sd(q,62) c D, , where D2 is the disc determined by C2 . 
From remark (#**), there is 6-^ > 0 such that a e Sd(p,6^) and
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b e Sd(q,61) implies d(a,b) > a - eo . Hence, the'.desired'conclusion 
follows.
For a < 1 < 5g(C0) , the same Ideas may be adapted to construct
a proof.
Metrization Based on Properties of d
In this section, we complete the study of the concepts we have 
discussed by showing that a uniform 1-continuous semimetrizable space 
is metrizable, and by giving an important example of a completely 
regular Moore space which is not neometrizable.
2.22 Remark. Certain semimetric spaces may be approached from 
an internal view (i.e., characterized by means of certain families of 
open sets). Examples are Moore's developments [43] and the Nagata- 
Smimov Theorem ([*15] and [56]). If X is a set, x e X and G a 
family of subsets of X , then st(x,G) = [^{G|x e G e G} is called 
the star of x in G [21].
2.23 Definition. A pseudo development for a space X is a 
sequence < Gn > of open covers of X satisfying 
i) m > n => Gm C  Gn
ii) for each x e X , < st(x,Gn) > is a local base for x .
Such a space is said to have a pseudo development; if X is
Hausdorff, it is called a development; if X is regular and has a
development, it is called a Moore space [43].
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For example, a development for example 2.19 is: for each n ,
Gn = {Sd^Pjl//m^ p e Sj sd(P)l/m) ^  X C  {p} , m > n} .
2.2*1 Alexandrov-Nienytzki Theorem [1], A space has a (pseudo) 
development iff it has an admissible (pseudo) semimetric such that every 
point has neighborhoods of arbitrarily small diameter (i.e., given e > 0 
and p e X , there is a neighborhood G of p such that 6^(G) < e) .
2.25 Corollary. A space has a (pseudo) development iff it has 
an admissible (pseudo) developable semimetric. If the space is regular, 
it is a Moore space iff It has an admissible Moore semimetric.
2.26 Theorem (Wilson [63]). A space X is (pseudo) metrizable 
iff it has an admissible (pseudo) semimetric d such that d(xn,yn) 0 
and d(xn,p) -* 0 implies d(yn ,p) ->- 0 , whenever p e X and < xn > ,
< yn > are sequences in X .
As an example, we consider the Nierrytzki Space, ( r,d) , con­
structed in example 2.21. Let yn = (l/n,0) , p = (0,0); there is
xn = (l/n,a^) such that d(x ,p) •+ 0 . Then we have d(xn,yn) 0 but 
d(yn,p) = 1 for all n e Z+ .
2.27 Theorem. A space X is (pseudo) metrizable iff it has an 
admissible (pseudo) semimetric d such that < Gn > is a (pseudo) 
development for X , where Gn = {S^(x,l/m) |x e X, m > n} .
Proof. The necessity is easy, following from the triangle in­
equality.
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Conversely, suppose d and < > are as in the statement of
the theorem. < > is a development iff for each n and x there
is n' such that st(x,Gn») C- S^(x,l/n) , and this is true iff for each
x and n there is n' such that d(x,y) < 1/n' and d(y,z) < 1/n’
implies d(x,z) < 1/n . Negating this is equivalent to: there are p
and n such that for all m , there is y and z satisfyingo 3 Jm m ” 0
d(p,y ) < 1/m and d(y ,z ) < 1/m, but d(p,z ) > 1/n : i.e.,w m5 m * m o’ *
d(y ,p) 0 and d(ym,zm) "*■ 0 but d(z ,p) f 0 . By Wilson's theorem
2.26, this says X is not (pseudo) metrizable.
If A and B are nonempty subsets of (X,d) , we say d 
separates A and B if d[A,B] > 0 .
2.28 Lemma. If (X,d) is a neometric space, then d separates 
disjoint nonempty compact subsets of X .
Proof. Let (X,d) be a neometric space, A and B disjoint
nonenpty compact subsets of X . If d[A,B] = 0 , then there are
< a ^ >  C  A, < b n > C B  such that d(an,bn) < 1/n . So there is a 
subsequence < an(k) > and an aQ e A such that an(k) -* aQ , by 
the compactness of A . Similarly, there is a sub-subsequence
< bn(k(j)) > 3X1(1 SOme bo e B such that bn(k(j)) bo; clearly>
an(k(j)) ^ ao * By 2’2> given e > 0 there is 6 > 0 such that
u E Sd(aQ,<5) and r e s<}(b0J6) inplies |d(ao,bQ) - d(u,r) | < e .
Thus, for suitably large j , d(ao,bQ) < d(an(k(j)) , bn(k(j))^ + e '3
it follows that d(ao,bQ) = 0 , and hence aQ = bQ , which contradicts
that A r\ B = ij> . Therefore, d[A,B] > 0 .
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2.29 Example. A completely regular Moore space that is not 
neometrizable (see [23], problem 51).
We say two sets are almost disjoint if their intersection is 
finite. Let E be a maximal family of almost disjoint subsets of Z+;
E is uncountable. Let lF = Z+ U  E . We define a base 8 for a 
topology, t , for v as follows:
8 = {{n}|n e Z+} U  (Gn(E)|E e E, n e Z+} , 
where Gn(E) = {E} U  (m|m e E and m > n} . Since the space has a 
base of open-and-closed sets, it is completely regular; it is clearly 
Hausdorff and separable. Since E is a discrete closed subspace, it 
is not normal, and, hence, not metrizable.
V is a Moore space: we define the semimetric d for V as
zero on the diagonal, and, otherwise,
- 1/y |, if x, y e Z+
, if x e y e E
, if y e x e E
, otherwise
It is easily seen that d is admissible and continuous on the diagonal, 
so, by 2.25, V is a Moore space.
We now show that V does not have an admissible 1-continuous
semimetric separating disjoint nonempty compact sets which, by lemma
2.28 and definition 2.1, demonstrates that Y is not neometrizable.
If 4* does have such a semimetric, d' , then, since it is not metrizable, 
theorem 2.26 says there are < an > , < yn > , and p in i such that 
for each n e Z+, d'(an,p) < 1/n, d'(an,yn) < V n  , but < yn > does not 
converge to p .
If p e Z+ , then, since {p} is open, there is nQ such that
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n > nQ implies an = p . Thus d'(p,yn) = d'Ca^p) < 1/n for n > nQ 
which means < yn > converges top , a contradiction.
Otherwise, there is some A e E such that p = A .
Case 1: There is E e E ^ {A} such that some subsequence
< yn(i) > E ’ ^  yn(j) ls then there is m e Z+
and a sub-subsequence such that < Yn(j_(j)) > = < m > . This show
d' (an(i( j))’m) < l/n(i(j)) for all j; i.e., < > converges
to m , a contradiction. Otherwise, #{< >) is infinite. Then
< ^n(i) > converSes to E and < an(jj > converges to A , and, for
some n , o 5
' yn(i) \ n  * an(i) ’ = * '
But then (< Yn^) >n U  {E}) and (< an(jj > ^  {A}) are disjoint com­
pact sets which are not separated by d' , a contradiction.
Case 2: There is some subsequence < Yn(j) > c E ^ {A} . If
#(< Yn(jj >) is finite, then there is E / A and a sub-subsequence such 
that < Yn(i(j)) > = < E > . Then, for all j, d'(E,an(1(j))) < l/n(i(j)) , 
so that < > converges to E , a contradiction. Otherwise,
//(< yn(jj >) is infinite. Then there is a sub-subsequence such that for
1 * k- yn(i(k» * yn(i(l))= we denote yn(i(j)) by “ EJ > • Glven
e > 0 , since d' is continuous in one variable, there is b^ e E ^  A
\,b,) < l/n(i,) + e . Inductively, we choose a
1
sequence < bm > such that bffl e E^ ^  A , and d (an(i(m) j ,bm) <
< l/n(i(m)) + e , for each m . This shows < d' (an(j_(m)) >km) > con­
verges to 0 , < an( > converges to A and < bm > C  Z+ ^ A . By
the maximality of E , there is E e E M A }  and a subsequence such that
< b (s) > C  E . So we finally get < an(i(j(s))) > converging to A , 
c bm g^  ^> converging to E , and, as in case 1, we get a contradiction.
such that d (a/^
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Case 3: There is some n such that < y > C  & U  {A> .
n
, ° +Since < yn > is not convergent to A , there Is n e Z and a sub­
sequence such that < yn i^j > C\ Sdt(A,l/n’) = <f> . But then A >,
so that < yn(j_j > c A and, for some mQ e Z+ , yn(jj < for all i .
Hence there is m < mQ and a sub-subsequence such that < yn(i(j)) > =
< m > . This inplies, for all j ,
h'(in,an(i(j)■)) = ta,(yn(i(j))3an(i(J))) < l/n(i(j)) , 
so that < > converges to m , a contradiction.
It follows that 'I' cannot have an admissible 1-continuous semi­
metric that separates compact sets, and is therefore not neometrizable.
In passing, we note that this example illustrates a further point 
concerning Moore spaces. V has an admissible semimetric d" which is 
not a Moore semimetric: define d" as 0 on the diagonal, and, for 
m / n  in Z+ and E ^ F in E , d" (m,n) = 1 = d" (E,F) , and 
d"(m,E) = d(m,E) .
With a slight strengthening of the separation property of Lemma
2.28 we get the following corollary to theorem 2.27, an analogue of a 
theorem in [4].
2.30 Corollary. If d is an admissible (pseudo) semimetric for 
X which separates disjoint compact and closed sets, then is (pseudo) 
metrizable.
Proof: Let Gn = {S°(x,l/m) |x e X, m ;> n} , for each n e Z+ . 
Suppose there is some pQ e 0 e such that for all n , there is 
Gn = S°(pn,l/n) e Gn with pQ e Gn and- Gn: * 0 ^ 4 .  Then
e s°(p0,l/n) j so < pn > converges to pQ . There is nQ such.
that n > n implies p e 0 . Let H = 0 . K = < p > I J {p > .o n ^n ^  o
o
Then, H is closed, K is compact, but S°(p ,1/n) f) H ? <(> for all 
n > nQ , which means d[H,K] = 0 , a contradiction. It follows that
< Gn > is a (pseudo) development for X , so x^ is metrizable, by 2.27.
2.31 Corollary. If d is continuous in one variable on closed 
subsets of the (pseudo) semimetric space (X,d) (ip., d[A, ): X ->■ E"*" 
is continuous for closed A), then x^ is (pseudo) metrizable.
Proof. Let nonempty A and K be given, with A closed and 
K compact. Since continuous functions achieve a maximum on compact 
domains, there is kQ e K such that d[A,K] = d[A,k ) . If d[A,K] = 0 
then, by 2.10, kQ e A , a contradiction. It follows by corollary 2.30 
that X is metrizable.
For the last two entries in this chapter, we will use the follow­
ing local definition: an open admissible semimetric for (X,x) is
uniformly regular if whenever a e X x, f e x , there is e > 0 such
that Sd(a,e) f) Sd(F,e) = <|> .
2.32 Lemma. (X,x) is (pseudo) metrizable iff it has an admissible 
open uniformly regular (pseudo) semimetric.
Proof. The necessity is straightforward. For the converse, let 
d be as hypothesized, F closed, K compact, both nonempty, and 
F f) K = (J) . Given k e K , there is Ek > 0 such that Sd^k,ek^ ^  
Sd[F,Ek) = <f> . Then {Sd(k,ek)|k e K} is an open cover of compact K ,
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and so has a finite subcover, {S^(k^,ek )|l = 1, n} . Then, for 
e = minfe^ |i = 1, • • •, n} , Kfl Sd[F,e) = <J> , which means d[F,K] > 0 . 
It follows from 2.30 that (X,t) is (pseudo) metrizable.
2.33 Theorem. A space (X,t) is (pseudo) metrizable iff it is 
(pseudo) uniform 1-continuous semimetrizable.
Proof. The necessity follows from the triangle inequality. 
Conversely, let d be an admissible (pseudo) uniformly 1-continuous 
semimetric for (X,t) . Let p e X 'v A e x . By 2.10, there is e > 0
such that d(p,A] > e . By 2.4, there is 6 > 0 such that
d(x,y) < 6 => |d(p,x) - d(p,y)| < e .
Thus, for a e A and x e Sd(a,<5) , |d(p,a) - d(p,x) | < d(p,A] - e ,
which gives e < d(p,x) . Hence
S ^ ( p A  S) fl Sd[A)E A 6) = <J> .
It follows that X is (pseudo) uniformly regular, and therefore, by 
lemma 2.32, also (pseudo) metrizable.
We summarize the interrelations among the principal concepts dis­
cussed in this chapter in the following chart. None of the arrows are 
reversible










In this chapter, we determine necessary and sufficient condi­
tions, in terms of certain families of neighborhoods of the diagonal, 
for a space to be developable or neometrizable, and give some appli­
cations .
3.1 Definition. Let * be a linear order for the set 0 and
(X,t) be a topological space. A family B = {B^|i e 0} of open
symmetric supersets of the diagonal of X is a basic 0-sequence if
i s j => B.CB, and, for each x e X , {B.[x]|x e X} is a local base 
— J i
for x . In case B has the additional property that i * j => B\ (Z B^  ,
+
then we call 8 a regular basic 0-sequence. Finally, when 0 = Z
+  +  sand * = > , we call a basic Z -sequence (regular basic Z -sequence; 
simply a basic sequence (resp., regular basic sequence).
3.2 Theorem. A space X is pseudo developable iff X has a 
basic sequence.
Proof. Suppose that X is pseudo developable. Let d be an
I +admissible pseudo developable semimetric for X , let (Gn|n e Z } be 
a development for X , and, for each n , Bn = U(G x G(G e Gn> . Then 
{Bn |n e Z } is a set of open symmetric supersets of the diagonal such 
that m < n => BnC  Bm . Moreover, given x e X and n e Z+ , . 
st(x,G ) = B [x] , so {Bn[x]|n e Z+} is a local base for x .
Conversely, given a basic sequence {B^ln e Z+} , we define a 
function d on the product X x X by d(x,y) = inf{1/n| (x,y) e B^} . 
Evidently, d is a distance function for X . It remains to show that 
d is admissible and (pseudo) developable. Given x e X and nonempty
A contained in X , d(x,A] = 0 iff there is a sequence < yn > i*1
A such that d(x,y ) < 1/n , and this iff there is no n e Z+ such 
that B [x] ft A = <(> . This is equivalent to x e A , so d is admissible. 
If, for sequences K xn > and < Yn > in X , and for p e X , we have
U n,yn) * (p3p) with d(xn,p) < 1/n and d(yn,p) < 1/n, and m e Z+
is given, then, since is an open neighborhood of (p,p) and
{Bn[p]|n e Z+ } is a local base for p , there is nQ e Z+ such that
n > nQ implies Bn[p] x Bn[p]C Bm . That is, d(xn,yn) < 1/m for
n > nQ . It follows that d is pseudo developable.
3.3 Corollary. A space X is developable iff it has a basic 
sequence 8 such that the diagonal of X is f)B . A regular space 
is a Moore space iff its diagonal is the intersection of the elements 
of some basic sequence for X .
3.4 Example. If (X,d) is a semimetric space, Bn = U{S°(x,l/n)
O ■{* 1 •}*
x S (x,l/n)|x e X} for each n e Z , one would promote 8 = (B^ln e Z }
as a basic sequence. However, this need not be the case, even if X is
paracompact, as we show in this example, McAuley's "bow-tie" space [38].
Let M be the upper half plane including the x-axis, X . McAuley 
defined an admissible semimetric d for M as follows:
)
e(x,y) , if x { X and y j: X ,
e(x,y) + a(x,y) , otherwise,
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where a(x,y) is the ordinary radian measure of the smallest non-negative 
angle formed by a ray through x and y with a horizontal ray. A 
"spherical" neighborhood of a point on X is "bow-tie" shaped [26].
Using these neighborhoods of points on X , ancj discs elsewhere, a para- 
conpact non-developable semimetric space is obtained.
Now form B = (Bn |n e Z+} where Bn = (J(S°(x,l/n) x S°(x,l/n)| 
x e X} , and define a semimetric d’ for X by d'(x,y) inf{l/n| (x,y) e B^}. 
If B were a basic sequence, then d' is admissible from the proof of 
3.2. However, if pQ = (0,0) and pn = (0,1/n) for each n e Z+ , then
d'(pn,pQ) 0 whereas d(pn,pQ) > v/2 for all n; i.e., d’ is not
admissible. The problem is that (Bn[x] n e Z+} is not a local base for 
each x e Z+ .
3.5 Definition [37]• A space X is even if for each open cover 
U of X , there is an open neighborhood B of the diagonal such that 
for all x e X , B[x] is contained in some member of U .
3.6 Theorem. A pseudo developable space (X,t ) is pseudo 
metrizable iff it is even.
Proof. Since every pseudo metrizable space is paraconpact (see 
[37; theorem 5.35]) and "paraconpact" and "even" are equivalent in 
regular spaces (see [37; theorem 5.28]), the necessity follows.
Conversely, let B = ,(B |n e Z+} be a basic sequence for the even
space X . Then, for any neighborhood H of the diagonal of X , there
is an open synmetric superset G of the diagonal such that G ° G C  H
(see[37; theorem 5.30]) . Hence, given n e Z+ , we define inductively
{vJJ|m e Z+} such that /  o ^ C B n and o V ^ 1 cvjj . Then
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* = ( V > ,  m e Z+} U  B Is a countable subbase for a uniformity for the 
set X; let t' be the topology determined by (/ . Since each member 
of 1/ is open in the product (X,x) x (X,x) , it follows that x' c. x . 
Also, since B C (/ , and B is a basic sequence, x c x1 . Finally, 
x is pseudo metrizable since \1 is countable.
3.7 Corollary [10]. A Moore space is metrizable iff it is para-
compact .
Proof. Since even and paraconpact spaces are equivalent in a 
regular space ([37], theorem 5.28), and a Moore space is regular, the 
corollary follows from 3.6.
3.8 Remark. It follows easily from corollary 3.7 that a neo­
metrizable space is metrizable iff it is paraconpact. However, a 1- 
continuous semimetrizable paraconpact space need not be metrizable; 
Borges' example (see 2.20 and [12]) is a counterexample.
3.9 Theorem. A space X is pseudo neometrizable iff it has 
a regular basic Q-sequence.
Proof. Let Qrf = Q D  1° , the rationals between 0 and 1 .
If d is an admissible pseudo neometric for X , and e > 0 , the 
continuity of d shows that whenever (x,y) e e , d(x,y) < e .
Since, for each e > 0 and x e X , £[x] = Sd(x,e) , we find
{V, |q e Q*} is a regular basic Q*-sequence. The order isomorphism
U j C [ .
of Q and Q* proves the necessity.
Conversely, let B be a given regular basic Q-sequence. Again, 
since Q and Q* are order isomorphic, we may assume B is indexed by
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Q* . Letting = X x X , we define the distance function d for X
by d(x,y) = inf{q|q e Q* (J {1} and (x,y) e B } . It is not diffi-
Q.
cult (as in the usual proof of Urysohn's lemma) to show that d is 
continuous. The admissibility of d follows as in the proof of 
sufficiency in theoran 3.2.
3.10 Corollary. A space X is neometrizable iff X has a 
regular basic Q-sequence whose intersection is the diagonal.
3.11 Lemma. A Hausdorff space X whose product X x X is 
normal has a basic sequence iff it has a regular basic sequence.
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious.
Let B = ^ n ln E Z } be a basic sequence. Since X is Hausdorff,
n  b is the diagonal of X , a closed set. Hence, since X x X is
normal, for any open superset H of f)& , there is an open symmetric 
neighborhood G of /") B such that D  8 C G C G  C H  . Thus, we in­
ductively define a set (Gn|n e Z+} of open symmetric supersets of the 
diagonal such that for each n £ Z+ , /I B c  Gn+1 C  Gn+1 C  Gn D  Bn+1 .
It is clear that {Gn |n e Z+} is a basic sequence.
3.12 Theorem. A Moore space X whose product X x X  is normal 
is neometrizable.
Proof. By lemna 3.11 and corollary 3-3, X has a regular basic 
sequence B = (Bn |n e Z+} whose intersection is the diagonal. Then, 
for each n e Z+ , if Dn is the set of dyadic rational in the open 
interval (l/(n+l),l/n) of E1 , there is a set {Bq|q e Dn> of sym- 
netric open neighborhoods of the diagpnal such that Bn+1C  C- B^ c Bn ,
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and for q , r e D n , q < r = >  B ^ C B r . This set may be defined by
using the Ideas of the proof of lemma 3.11 and proceeding by Induction
on the exponent of the denominator of q . (A similar technique is
used In the usual proof of Tietze's extension theorem.) For each
n e Z+ , we define B^//n = B and B = {B^lq e D*} where D* isn '
the dyadic rationals In the open unit interval. It is clear that 8
7& it
is a regular basic D -sequence. Since D is order isomorphic to Q , 
the desired result follows from 3.10.
3.13 Remark. The above theorem has been asserted by Cook in 
[18], although no proof has ever appeared. We note that 3.12 raises 
some very interesting questions. Certainly there are Moore spaces X 
whose product X x X is not normal (e.g., any non-neometrizable Moore 
space such as Y of example 2.29). More interesting is the question 
of whether every normal Moore space has a normal product. If this were 
true, then the normal Moore space conjecture (that every normal Moore 
space is metrizable) is equivalent to the assertion that every normal 
neometrizable space is metrizable. Of course, it is well known that 
every metrizable space has a normal product; also, the product X x Y 
of a normal Moore space X and a metric space Y is normal [18].
There have been many attempts to solve the normal Moore space 
conjecture (see, for example, Bing [11]). Other results have suggested 
that this conjecture might be equivalent to the continuum hypothesis 




In this chapter, we explore different notions of completeness 
in various semimetric spaces. Also, we explore Cauchy completions for 
neometric spaces; when it exists, this completion is unique up to 
isometry. An example is given of a non-Cauchy-completable neometric 
space.
Types of Completeness
*1.1 Definition [21]. A family F of nonempty subsets of a 
set X is a filterbase if the intersection of any two members of F
contains a third member of F . If (X,t) is a space and F is a
filterbase in X , then F converges to a point x e X (written 
F->x) if whenever x e G e t , there is P e F such that P C  G .
A d-Cauchy filterbase in (X,d) is a filterbase F such that for every
e > 0 there is P e F with ^(F) < e . A d-Cauchy sequence in (X,d)
is a sequence < an > such that {< an ^Im e Z+} is a d-Cauchy
filterbase (i.e., given t > 0 there is m e Z+ such that d(x.,x.) < e
J
for i, j > m) .
4.2 Definition. Let d be an admissible semimetric for (X,t) .
X is d-Cauchy complete if every d-Cauchy sequence converges. X is
d-Cantor complete if every d-Cauchy filterbase of closed sets has non-
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enpty intersection. X is d-strongly complete if every descending 
sequence of nonenpty closed sets < > has nonempty intersection when
it satisfies the following property:
for every n e Z there is pn e X such that M^ C  S^(pn,l/n) .
A topological space (X,x) is completely, semimetrizable (respec­
tively, Cantor completely semimetrizable, strongly completely semimetrizable) 
if there is an admissible semimetric d for (X,x) such that X is d- 
Cauchy complete (respectively, d-Cantor complete, d-strongly complete).
A completely regular Hausdorff space (X,t) is Cech completely semi­
metrizable if it is semimetrizable and a G^-set in E3X . Similarly, 
the corresponding notions are defined for Moore semimetrics, neometrics, 
and metrics.
4.3 Remark. Many of the results in the theory of metric spaces 
are easily proved in these more general settings. The following represent 
some examples. If d is an admissible semimetric for (X,t) and A 
is a nonenpty subset of X , then d^ = d| A x A is an admissible semi­
metric for (A,t )^ , where x^ is the relative topology for A . d^ 
is called the relative semimetric for A . Similar remarks hold for neo­
metrics and Moore semimetrics.
"Completely neometrizable" is a topological invariant; a subspace 
of a neometric space which is complete in its relative neometric is 
closed in the space; a closed subset of a conpletely neometrizable space 
is Cauchy complete in the relative neometric; in a conpletely neometrizable 
space, the intersection of countably many dense open sets is a dense sub­
set of the space (i.e., a conpletely neometrizable space is a Baire 
space). The analogous statements hold in a Moore semimetrizable space.
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Our next objective is to relate these notions of completeness.
We begin this discussion in the most general spaces and then specialize 
to Moore semimetrizable and neometrizable spaces. It is known that all 
of these concepts are equivalent in metric spaces.
4.4 Lemma. In a semimetric space (X,d) , every d-Cauchy filter-
base converges iff X is d-Cauchy complete.
Proof. If every d-Cauchy filterbase converges and < xn >
is a d-Cauchy sequence, then {< xn >^|i £ Z+} is a d-Cauchy filter-
base which must converge to sane unique point xq , since a space is
Hausdorff iff each convergent filterbase converges to exactly one point
([21; theorem X, 3.1]). It follows that < xn > converges to xq .
Conversely, assume d-Cauchy completeness, and let F be a
d-Cauchy filterbase in X . Given n e Z+ , there is Fn e F such
that 6^(Pn) < 1/n. Thus, we define the d-Cauchy filterbase
8 = {B In e Z+} , where B = 0 “? . P, . Choose a sequence < b > such n 1 5 n 'i=l a ^ n
that b e B for each n e Z . Then < b > is d-Cauchy, so theren n n v 3
is bQ e X to which < bR > converges. If 8 / bQ , then there is
+ ° e > 0 such that: for each n e Z there is cn e Bn ^  (S^(bo,£))
Then, since < cn > is d-Cauchy, there is some cq e X to which < cn >
converges. Clearly, cq / bQ . Define the d-Cauchy sequence < xn >
by x~ = b and x~ n = c , for each n e Z . Since X is d-CauchyJ 2n n 2n-l n3
conplete, it must follow that < xn > ls convergent; this means bQ = cq ,
a contradiction. Thus B b so that F -> bQ , and the lenma is proved.
4.5 Lenina [21; theorem X, 5-3]. Let D be a dense subset of 
(X, t) , y a regular space, f: D -> Y a continuous function. Then f
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has a continuous extension F: X -*■ Y iff for each x e X , the filter-
base {f[DH G]|x e G e x} converges. If F exists, it is unique.
4.6 Theorem. Every conpletely regular conpletely semimetrizable 
space is Cech complete.
Proof. Before proceeding to the proof, we make some preliminary 
observations. Let A be a subset of (X,t) , (Y,d) a regular semi­
metric space, and f: A -* Y a continuous function. Define w^(x) =
inf{Sd(f[U H  A])|x e U e t} . For a e A and e > 0 , wf(a) = 0 iff 
there is U , a neighborhood of a , such that s/f[U/l A]) C  [0,e) ,
and this iff f is continuous at a . Given e > 0 , define
B£ = {x|x e X and w^ ,(x) < e } . For y e B^ , there is U , a neighbor­
hood of y , such that w„(y) < 6,(f[U/0 A]) < e . Thus U C B  , so
i d e
that B£ e t . Finally, letting Bq = {x|wf(x) = 0} and f be con­
tinuous, we find A C B  and B is a G.- set in X . By lemma 4.5,5 o o o ° 3
f has a unique continuous extension over G = (x|x e X and 
{f[U D  A]|x £ U £ x} converges in X} . Thus, by lemma 4.4, when d is
a Cauchy complete semimetric, G = Bq , and we say that f has a con­
tinuous extension over a G^-superset of A in X .
Given this information, let us suppose that X is a d-Cauchy 
conplete conpletely regular semimetric space. Then the identity function, 
i , on X has a unique continuous extension, i , to the Gg-subset 
Bq of 3X . If there is p e Bq ^ X , we let x' = X U  {p} , and j
the identity function on X 1 . Then j | X = (is|x’)|x . Since X is
dense in x' , it follows that j = i*|x' , a contradiction. Therefore
Bq = X , and the theorem is proved.
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4.7 Corollary. Every conpletely neometrizable space is Cech 
conplete.
The following lemma indicates why our study of Cauchy sequences 
is limited to developable spaces.
4.8 Lenma. In a semimetric space (X,d) , every convergent 
sequence is d-Cauchy iff d is a developable semimetric.
Proof. Hie sufficiency follows from 2.25.
Conversely, if every convergent sequence is d-Cauchy, and 
< ^  > } < Yn > are sequences in X converging to some b e X , then
for z ^  = xn and z2n_i = yn 5 n e Z+ » we a seQ.uence < zn >
converging to b . It follows that < zn > is Cauchy, so d(xn,yn) -* 0 .
Thus, d is developable.
4.9 Theorem. A strongly conpletely neometrizable space X is 
conpletely neometrizable.
Proof. Let d be an admissible strongly conplete neometric
for X . If A C X  and ^(A) < e , then, by the continuity of d ,
<5^ (A) £ e . Thus, given a d-Cauchy sequence < x^ > and e > 0 ,
there is m e Z+ such that 6^(< xn > ) < e . So, for each n , there
is an m such that < x^ >m c S^(x ,1/n) . It follows that 0 { <  >m |
4*m e Z } is nonenpty. Since d separates points, the intersection must
be a singleton to which < x > converges.
The converse of theorem 4.9 is false. To demonstrate this, 
we need the following theorem by Heath.
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4.10 Theorem [28]. A strongly conpletely semimetrizable space 
which is separable is metrizable.
4.11 Exanple. A completely neometrizable space that is not 
strongly conplete. Consider the Niemytzki space, (r,d) , of exanple 
2.21. Then every d-Cauchy sequence is e-Cauchy and converges to the 
e-Cauchy limit point. Since r is separable, theorem 4.10 says the 
space cannot be strongly conplete for any admissible d .
An important concept in the theory of Moore space is Moore 
completeness, introduced in 1932 by Moore. Most of the work on the 
completeness concept in Moore space has been done with respect to 
the following definition.
4.12 Definition [43]. A space (X,x) is Moore complete if it 
has a development < Gn > such that every descending sequence of 
closed sets < M^ > has nonenpty intersection when it satisfies the 
following property:
for every n e Z+ there is G e such that M^cG .
The following theorem, which was recently proved by Creede [20], 
conpletely settles the relation of this concept to the ones we are dis­
cussing, for conpletely regular spaces.
4.13 Creede's Theorem. A conpletely regular Moore space is 
Moore conplete iff it is Cech conplete.
4.1*1 Exanple. A conpletely regular Moore conplete Moore space, 
with Moore semimetric d , which is d-Cantor conplete, but not d-Cauchy 
conplete, even though every d-Cauchy sequence has a convergent sub­
sequence .
We again consider (H^ d) of exanple 2.29. The development 
< Gn > , with Gn = {{n}|n e Z+ } U  {Sd(E,l/m)|E e E and m > n} , shows
V to be Moore conplete, since every descending sequence of closed sets
satisfying the condition of definition 4.12 is eventually contained in 
a singleton member of Z+ , or in S^(E,l/n) for soma E e E and 
n e Z+ . A similar argument shows that i is d-Cantor conplete.
If < xn > is a d-Cauchy sequence, then < xn > is either 
eventually constant or contains an infinite set of integers. In either 
case, by the definition of d and the maximality of E , < x^ > must 
contain a convergent subsequence.
Finally, the identity on Z+ is a d-Cauchy sequence which con­
verges to no point, since the closure of Z+ is all of ¥ . Therefore,
I is not d-Cauchy conplete, and the claims of the exanple are proved.
Contrasted with this exanple is the following theorem concerning 
completeness notions for neometrics.
4.15 Theorem. For a neometrizable space X , the following con­
ditions are equivalent:
1. X is conpletely neometrizable;
2. X has an admissible neometric d such that every d-Cauchy
sequence has a convergent subsequence:
3. X is Cantor conpletely neometrizable.
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Proof. 1 => 2 is obvious and 1 => 3 follows from lemma 4.4.
2 => 1: Let d be an admissible neometric for X with the
required property, and let < a^ > be a d-Cauchy sequence. Then there
is aQ e X and some < > converging to aQ . If < a^ > does
not converge to aQ , then there is < b^ > C  < afi > ^ < > and
there is b j- a such that < b. > converges to b . Theno o 1 ° o
d(bi,an(i)) 0 but d(ao,bQ) i- 0 , contradicting the continuity of
d . It follows that < an > mus4 converge to aQ .
3 => 1: Let d be an admissible neometric making X d-Cantor
conplete, and let < xn > be a d-Cauchy sequence. Then, as in the 
proof of theorem 4.9, {< x ' >m |ni e Z+) is a d-Cauchy filterbase of
closed sets, and thus has a singleton intersection {yQ} . It follows
that < > converges to yQ , and the theorem is proved.
A proof of the statement in 4.3 that every completely neometrizable 
space is a Baire space now follows from 4.15.




Conpletely Neometrizable = Cantor Conpletely Neometrizable
'V
Cech Conplete = Moore Conplete
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Completions of Neometric Spaces
The purpose of this section is to consider a theory of comple­
tions for neometric spaces similar to that for metric spaces.
As we have indicated in the previous section, the various notions 
of completeness need not be equivalent in neometric spaces. We have 
found Cauchy completeness to be most useful. In this setting, one would 
hope to prove that any neometrizable space is isometric to a dense sub­
space of some conpletely neometrizable space. We show this conjecture 
to be false. However, the pre-Cauchy conplete (see definition 4.24 
below) neometrizable spaces do have neometric completions (in fact, it 
is precisely the pre-Cauchy conplete spaces that have completions). 
Moreover, when a neometric completion exists, it is unique up to an 
isometry. Since any metric space is pre-Cauchy conplete, and since 
there are pre-Cauchy conplete neometric spaces that are not metrizable, 
this theory of completions properly generalizes the usual theory of 
completion for metric spaces. However, not every neometric space is 
pre-Cauchy conplete (see exanple 4.18 below) and, hence, not every neo­
metric space has a Cauchy completion.
We note that this contrasts sharply with the attenpts at conple- 
tions for Moore spaces (see [2], [5], and [62]). Most notably, there is 
never a conpletion unique up to a homeomorphism, much less an isometry,' 
which is a natural concept considering that semimetric spaces have their 
topologies conpletely described by a distance function. Here it is not 
clear which is the best concept of completion, although most writers 
use the idea of Moore completeness.
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4.16 Definition. A function f: (X,d) (X',d') is
d-d*-uniformly continuous if for every e > 0 there is 6 > 0 such 
that d(x,y) < 6 iirplies d'(f(x), f(y)) < e . When there is no danger 
of confusion, we will simply call f uniformly continuous. A bijection 
f: X -> x' is a uniform isomorphism if f and its inverse are uni­
formly continuous, f: X X1 is an isometry if d(x,y) = d'(f(x), f(y))
for all x, y e X .
4.17 Definition. Let (X,d) be a semimetric space. Semimetric 
space (Xs,d*) is a Cauchy completion for (X,d) if there is an isometry 
h: X ->- X* densely embedding X into Xs such that Xs is d*-Cauchy
conplete. Similar definitions hold for Moore, neometric and metric 
spaces.
4.18 The Plxley-Roy Exanple. A neometrizable space which has no 
Cauchy coupletions.
Let A denote the set of all nonenpty finite subsets of the real
numbers with the topology t determined by a base consisting of the
sets G (p) = {q|q e A, p c q C U  } , where U = U((a - a + e) | 
e p,e p ,e
a e p} , for each p e A and e > 0 . It is not difficult to show that
each G£(p) is closed, and, thus, that t is a conpletely regular
Hausdorff topology for A . Finally, A is a Moore space (see [50] or 
below), although A cannot be embedded in any Moore conplete space (see 
[50]). It follows from 4.14 that A has no neometric Cauchy conpletions 
(in fact, no Moore semimetric Cauchy conpletions).
It remains to show that A is neometrizable. To this end, we
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define a semimetric d for the set A by d(p,q) = inf({e|there is
r e A such that p, q e ^(r)} Uili) . Note that if p, q e ^(r) >
then p, q e G£(pflq) , and therefore
d(p,q) = inf({e|p, q e G£(p f\ q)} lAl}) .
Moreover, for p e A and e > 0 , p. q e G (p D  q) <=> p U q c U
5 ’ ’ e p/iq^  e
Now, for each p e A , there is e > 0 such that
(a^  - e , a^ + eq) /) (a2 - e0> a2 + E0  ^= ^ ;f'or each ai* a2 E
a^ / & 2  • Consequently, for each e < eq , S^(p,e) = G£(p) and
6d(Sd(p,e)) < e; that is, d is an admissible Moore semimetric for
(A, t) . That d is a neometric follows from the
Claim: For any sequences < xn > and < Yn > in A , if
xft + p and yn ->q. then d(xn ,yn) + d(p,q) .
Case 1. p r\ q = <t> .
Then d(p,q) = 1 . There is 0 < 6 < 1 such that
U P H U = * , and there is m e Z+ such that x e G.Cp),p,6 q,6 5 n 6 '^  5
yn e Gfi(q) for each n e Z+, n > m . It follows that, for each n > m,
x A  y = $ ^  d(x ,y ) = 1 . n n Y nw n
Case 2. p ft q / $ .
Then d(p,q) = (inf{e|p, q e G£(pHq})A 1 . It suffices to
show that, if e* = inf{e|p, q e G£(p/> q)} , then for each a > 0
there is m e Z+ such that whenever n e Z+ , m > n implies
xn n yn ? <P and e* - a £ inf{e|xn , yn e G^x^fl yn> < e* + a .
Consider any a > 0 . Now, p, q e G£*+^(p p\ q) so that there is m^ e Z+
such that whenever n e Z+ , < n implies xn, yn e GE*+o(p H  Q.)
hence, that inf{e|x , y e G (xn r\ yn) } < e* + a . This conpletes theii n £ 11 n
proof if e* - a < 0 , Otherwise, 0 < e* - a . There is 3 > 0 such 
that 3 < a/2 and (ax - 3, a]_ + 3) f) (a2 - 3, ^  + 3) = <fr for each
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av  a2 in p U q, ^  j a2 . Choose z e (p U q) * up/0 qj£.*_a+e •
+ +There is e Z such that, for each n e Z , rr^ < n iuplies
^  e 0B(p) and yn a y q) , so that ^ / U n C - Upq ^
and C  Upnq,E*-s+e • “  follows that z 6 (xn^ yn> "
U - * and e* - a < inf{e|x , y e G (x f| y )} for each n > nu
*h yn ,e ~ a  n n e n n ^
Finally, for each n e Z+ with n > supCrn^ ir^ } , we have the desired
conclusion to complete the proof of the claim.
Obviously, A is another example of a neometrizable space that 
is not metrizable. A question of interest is whether A is also a 
normal space. If so, then it is a counterexample to the Normal Moore 
space conjecture.
4.19 Lemma. For neometric spaces (X,d) and (X',d') , if X1 
is d'-Cauchy complete and A is a dense subspace of X , then any 
d.-d*-uniformly continuous function f: A -* X1 has a unique uniformly
continuous extension F: X -> x' .
Proof. For x e X, U = {GH A|G is an open neighborhood of x} 
is a d-Cauchy filterbase, and so, by the uniform continuity of f , 
u' = {f[U]|U e U} is a d-Cauchy filterbase. Since U 1 is convergent
(4.6), f has a unique continuous extension F: X -> X1 (4.13).
We show F to be uniformly continuous. For e > 0 there is 
6 > 0 such that for a^, a2 e A, d(a^,a2) < <5 Implies d'(f(a1), f(a2))<e. 
Let x^, x2 e X with d(x^,x2) < 6 . Since A is dense in X , there 
are sequences < a^ > and < > in A converging to x^ and x2 ,
respectively. By the continuity of d , there is n e Z+ such that
m > n  iuplies d(a^,b ) < s thus, d'(f(ahi), f(bm)) < e . But,
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since < fCa^), f(bn) > converts to (P(x1)J P(x2)) , d'(P(x1), P(x2)) < e
by the continuity of d' .
H.20 Lemma. If A and B are dense subspaces of the neometric
spaces (X,d) and (X',d') , respectively, then any uniform isomorphism 
h: A ->■ B admits an extension to a uniform isomorphism H: X ■+ X 1 
such that H|A = h . Moreover, h is an isometry iff H is.
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. By lemma H. 19, h and its in­
verse, g , have unique uniformly continuous extensions H: X -* X1
and G: X 1 X , respectively. Since (G o H)|A is the identity on
A , it follows that G o h is the identity on X . Similarly, H o g
is the identity on X* . Thus G is the inverse of H , and the first
statement is proved. It is not difficult to check the second assertion.
H.21 Hall-Bennett Theorem [8]. A semimetric d for a set X 
yields a semimetric space (X,d) iff
if for all k e Z+ there is a sequence < \  n >
in X and a point x, e X such that lirn d(x. ,x. ) = 0^ lc,o n->-°° k,n’ k ,o
and there is x e X such that lim. d(x. .x ) = 0 
0,0 K-*00 K,0 0,0
*4* "4*then there is an ascending a: Z -> Z such that lim^^md(x^ a(jc)>x0 Q)=0*
The Hall-Bennett theorem motivates the following definition.
H.22 Definition. Let (X,d) be a semirretric space, d is an 
H-B semimetric iff
if for all k £ Z+ there is a d-Cauchy sequence < x^ n >
In X , and for every e > 0 there is kQ e Z+ such
that k, k' > k => lim d(x, ,x, t ) < e * o n-*=° ^c,n* k ,n
"f*
then there is an ascending a: Z -* Z such that < ct(ic) > :i-s a
d-Cauchy sequence.
4.23 Definition. Let (X,t) be a seminBtrizable space. Then 
X is pre-Cauchy complete if there is an admissible H-B semimetric d 
for X such that, for A = { < a n >|<ajl> i s a  d-Cauchy sequence in X} , 
the following three conditions hold:
(4.24) if << x >> and << y >> are sequences in A such that,mn Jmn
for each e > 0 there is mQ e Z+ such that m, m' > mQ iuplies
lim d(x ,x t ) < e and lim d(y ,y 1 ) < c , thenn-x=° m,n5 m ,n n-x*> w m,n5i/m ,n 5
lim lim d(x ,y ) exists: m-x*> n-x*> nqn^ rrijn' *
(4.25) further, if this last limit is zero, and << z^ n >> is defined
^  z2m,n " x2m,n * *  z2nvl,n 3 for eaoh ”• n £ Z+ " ttel
for each e > 0 there is mo e Z such that m, m' > mQ implies
lim d(z ,z i ) < e :n-x” m,n3 m ,n 5
(4.26) if << xm n >> is a sequence in A , < an > e A and
lim lirn d(x ,a ) = 0 , then for each e > 0 there is m e Z+mx” h-x*> v m,n5 n' 5 o
such that m, m' > mQ iuplies lin^ _yood(xm n jxm' n) < E ■
For such a d , X is called d-pre-Caucby conplete.
Intuitively, (4.24) says that any two "Cauchy" sequences of 
Cauchy sequences are a fixed "distance" apart; (4.26) says that any "con-
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vergent" sequence of Cauchy sequences is "Cauchy’1. More precisely, it
follows from (4.24) that for any d-Cauchy.sequences < xn > and < ¥n > 3
D(< x >,< y >) = lim d(x ,y ) exists, maiding D a semimetric for n n n-*» n n
the set A . In this context, (4.24) means that for any D-Cauchy
sequences < x > and < y > , lim D(x ,y ) exists, and (4.26) means ^ m m 3 m+“ m m
that any D-convergent sequence in A is D-Cauchy.
4.27 Theorem. Any metrizable space is pre-Cauchy complete.
Any pre-Cauchy complete semimetrizable space is neometrizable. (Also 
note, by (4.26), a pre-Cauchy complete semimetric is developable.)
Proof. The first statement follows from the triangle inequality.
Suppose that d is a pre-Cauchy eonplete semimetric for X .
Let < xn > and K ¥n > be sequences in X such that xn -> p and
y -> q . Then < w > and < z > , defined by wn = x , w„ , = p•'n n n ’ J 2n n * 2n-l ^
and z ^  = yn , 1 = ^ J 3116 d-Cauchy sequences, from (4.26), so that
limn_H!od(wn,zn) exists by (4.24). Hence, liin^dtx^y.^) = d(p,q) so 
that the continuity of d is established.
4.28 Lemma. Every subspace of a conpletely neometrizable space 
is pre-Cauchy eonplete.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that any conpletely neo­
metrizable space is pre-Cauchy eonplete.
Let X be a d-Cauchy eonplete neometric space, «  xm n >>
and << ym n >> be as in (4.24). For each m e Z+ , there is
x , y e X to which < x > and < y. > converge, respec-m,o 5 Jm,o m,n m,n 0 5
tively. We obtain the sequences < x > and < y > . For anym,o m,o
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e > 0 there is m e Z+ such that m, m' > nr iuplies.o o
limn_wod(xm n,xmi n) < e j and, then, by the continuity of d ,
d(x .x t „) < e; i.e., < x > is a d-Cauchy sequence. Similarlym,o5 m ,o - * ’ m,o -v ^ o
< y > is a d-Cauchy sequence, so that there are x , y e X ‘'irijO J ^ 3 o,o * ^o,o
to which < XfH o s- and < Ym 0 > converge, respectively. We conclude 
that
lim lim d(x ,y ) = lim d(x ,v ) = d(x ,v ) ,m-*” n-*-°° m,nJJm,n rm-00 m,o m,o o,o o,o 3
which establishes (4.24). Further, to prove (4.25), we find that
xo o = y0 o 3 conclusi°n follows from 4.8 and 2.25.
If << x >> and < a > are as in (4.26), we find a e Azn^ii n o
and a sequence < x > such that x ■* x for each m e Z+ , and ^ m,o m,n m,o 3
a. ■+ a . By the continuity of d, d(x ,a ) ->■ 0 so that < x > ii o J j j v mj0j Q/ mj0
is d-Cauchy. The conclusion now follows readily.
Given << x. >> as in 4.22, we find < x, > and xk,n 3 k ,o o,o
such that x^ q -* xq q and, for each k z Z + i -x^n ^ x ^ Q . By 4.21 
there is an ascending a: Z ->■ Z+ such that x^ ->■ xq q . By 4.8,
< ^k a(k) ? as a d-Cauchy sequence.
4.29 Theorem. A neometric space has a Cauchy conpletion iff it
is pre-Cauchy eonplete. The conpletion, if it exists, is unique up to
isometry.
Proof. The uniqueness follows from lemma 4.20 and the necessity 
from lemma 4.28.
Let X be a d-pre-Cauchy eonplete neometric space and A the 
set of all d-Cauchy sequences in X . Define a relation R on A 
by < a^ > R < bn > iff d(a^,bn) -+ 0 . Clearly, R is an equivalence 
relation if it is transitive. Hence, suppose that < a^ > R < bn > and
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< b > R < c > . Define a sequence < x > by x~ = b_ andn n n 2n 2n
x2n ^ = a2n ^ for each n e Z+ . By (4.25), < xn > e A so that
11m ^  d(x ,c ) exists from (4.24). But, d(x0 .c_ ) 0 so thatn-yco nJ n 2n’ 2n
d(xn,cn) -> 0 and we have < an > ^ < cn > •
Define X* = A/R and, for each a e A , denote the equivalence
class of X* containing a by a* . Now, for any < an > , < bn > ,
< xn > ’ < yn > ^  A ’ lf < an > R < bn > ^  < xn " R < yn > 5
then limn_>Md(ail,xn) = lirn^d/b^y^) (this follows from (4.24) and
(4.25) by considering < cn > and < zn > in A defined by
c2n “ b2n > °2n-l = a2n-l z2n ' 3 %  • z2n-l = x2n-l > for eacb
n e Z ). Therefore, we may define a semimetric d for the set X
by d*(< a^ >*,< b >*) = 11m d(a ,b ) .J ' “n 5 n ' n-**> n5 n
That d* is, in fact, a neometric for X* follows easily using
techniques similar to those that occur in the proof of 4.28. We form 
the neoiJBtric space (Xx,d~) .
Now, for each x e X , let x denote the constant sequence in 
A defined by x(n) = x for each n e Z+ . Then, the function
f: X -»■ X* , defined by f(x) = x* , is injective and d*(f(x), f(y)) =
d(x,y) for any x, y e X . That is, f is an isometric embedding of 
X into X* .
For each a* in X , there is a sequence < x w > in f[X]
such that d (xn*,a ) -> 0 . (In particular, if < a^ > e X , define 
xn* e f [X] by = a^* .) We conclude that f [X] is dense in X* .
To eonplete the proof, it remains to show that Xs is d*-Cauchy 
eonplete. Suppose that < xffl* > is a d*-Cauchy sequence in X* . For 
each m e Z+ , there is a d-Cauchy sequence am e xm* and 
d*(aln*,ahl(n)*) < 1/n for each n e Z+ . On the other hand, since d is
an H-B semimetric, there is an increasing function a: Z+ Z+ such
that the sequence < an > is d-Cauchy. Thus,
"^m ^ ^  ^  ^jaCn) >S, am(a(m)) ) = 0 . But, since d*(a*, a^ CctCm))*) < 1/m
for each m e Z+ , liin d*(a*,a (a(m))*) = 0 . Prom (4.25), the sequence 
’ m-*” nr m ’ ^
< b* >, defined by b ^  = a2m(a(2m))* , b2m_1 = ajj^ for each n e Z+ ,
is d*-Cauchy. It follows that lim d*(a*,< a / \ >*) = 0 which J m*» m* n,a(n) '
conpletes the proof.
4.30 Remark. It is not difficult to verify that the Niemytzki 
space ( r,d) (example 2.21) is d-Cauchy complete. Hence, it is the
unique (up to isometry) neometric Cauchy conpletion of any dense subspace.
Therefore, for any proper dense subspace A of r , (A,d^ ) is pre- 
Cauchy, but not Cauchy, eonplete. Hence, there are nonnBtrizable neo­
metric spaces that have completions.
Since the neometric space A (example 4.18) has no Cauchy neo­




Given a (pseudo) semimetric space (X,d), we have examined certain 
characteristics of the space X for d developable (continuous on the 
diagonal), 1-continuous (continuous in either variable separately), uni- 
foimly 1-continuous, and a neometric (jointly continuous). The first of 
these has been studied for many years as the "natural" generalization of 
a pseudo metric (see, for example, [46] and [26]). We have attempted to 
show the strengths of working with neometrics, as opposed to developable 
semimetrics. Foremost among these is the ability to use isometries, as 
in theorem 4.20, and the usefulness of uniform continuity in the complete­
ness and extension theorems of chapter IV. Undesirable properties of 1- 
continuous semimetrics are illustrated in example 2.20, while the conclusion 
of chapter II is that uniformly 1-continuous semimetrics always yield 
metrizable spaces. Chapter III gave new characterizations of Moore and 
neometric spaces in terms of neighborhoods of the diagonal, and used 
these results to prove Bing's metrization theorem [10], and to get a 
possibly weaker statement of the Moore space conjecture.
The larger questions remaining are:
1. Does every normal Moore space X have a normal product X x X  ? 
If so, then as remark 3.13 shows, the normal Moore space conjecture is 
equivalent to the assertion that every normal neometrizable space is 
metrizable.
2. Is a normal neometric space metrizable?
3. Does the converse of theorem 4.7 hold: is every Cech conpletely
neometrizable space conpletely neometrizable?
4. Can the necessary and sufficient conditions for completing a 
neometric space be simplified?
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5. Does every (pre-Cauchy eonplete) neometric space have an 
admissible uniformity strictly smaller than the fine uniformity (all 
continuous pseudo metrics)?
6. Is every (pre-Cauchy eonplete) neonBtric space complete in 
some admissible uniformity? With respect to this question, the nonneo- 
metrizable completely regular Cech eonplete Moore space ? of example
2.29 should be mentioned. Using the facts that 'V is pseudoccmpact but 
not corrpact, that a space is compact iff it is realccmpact and pseudo­
compact, and that, barring measurable cardinals, a space is realccmpact 
iff it is eonplete in some admissible uniformity ([23]), we find that V 
cannot be complete in any admissible uniformity, so that the question has 
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